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Jolocom offers a customizable suite of next-generation IAM products, 
including software components, robust implementations and tools for 
organizations, developers and end-users.

Users are given a digital identity that is decentralized and controlled by 
the users themselves. 

Individuals, organizations and IoT devices can take advantage of Jolocom’s 
user-friendly infrastructure solutions to create decentralized identities, 
communicate and interact with verifiably trustable information.

How it works 
At the core of our products is a technology-
agnostic protocol for communicating data 
related to user identities. This protocol enables 
the following functionalities related to digital 
identity management:

Benefits 
By integrating Jolocom’s technology with exis-
ting products and services, one can always 
verify the following five parameters about  
user credentials:

the issuer of the credential

the subject of the credential

whether the credential has been 
tampered with

whether the credential has expired

whether the credential has been 
revoked.

creating decentralized identities that can 
be controlled by an individual person, 
organization or IoT device

linking verifiable information to identities

requesting, receiving and consuming data 
bundles containing verifiable information 
associated with identities.

For ease of use and rapid implementation, 
use the Jolocom SDK 2.0 and our Web Agent.

Jolocom’s technology is production-ready and fully supports GDPR compliance. It is network-agnostic  
and users can interact and interoperate with many SSI networks, improving flexibility and freedom. 

Off-the-shelf  
integration for SSI 
Get access to key features of our SSI solution 
with zero headache: 

Organizational 
SSI Agent

Jolocom Web Agent 
for organizations

Ledger Agnostic
DLT network integration 
for organizations

End-user  
SSI wallet app

Network-agnostic, 
private and secure 

end-user identity

Jolocom SmartWallet

built with KERI

Dev resources
Jolocom SDK, 
documentation tools, 
specs, guides

Service providers can integrate 
our off-the-shelf implementation, 
or design a custom deployment 
for specific use cases.

jolocom.io

Custom builds  
and deployments 
Building a new platform? Need a flexible, 
scalable, and robust identity layer to support 
user interactions across your ecosystem?

The Jolocom SDK ↗
A toolkit for creating identities, managing 
identities as well as credential storage, 
recovering/restoring identities, and 
interacting with other agents.

Universal resolver 
(DIF) ↗

A universal resolver 
DID Driver for the 
did:jolo identity space.

Technical  
documentation  

   and product specs ↗

Jolocom   
SmartWallet ↗

Our user facing application 
for easy to use identity 
management. Use it to 
request credentials from 
trusted sources and 
easy authentication and 
identification with services.

Jolocom DID methods ↗
did:jun for fully peer-to-peer interactions and 
did:jolo for blockchain-backed solutions.

Peer to Peer technology for  
identifiers and communication

To establish trust between parties, we built on the concepts of 
KERI and DIDComm to enable trusted and private interactions.

Jolocom Agent
Our SSI Agent for  issuing and 
managing verifiable credentials 
as well as to perform and 
manage verifications.  
The Agent provides a Graphical 
User Interface and APIs for 
an easy integration in your 
backend.

http://github.com/jolocom/smartwallet-app
https://github.com/jolocom/jolocom-sdk
https://jolocom.io/blog/how-keri-tackles-the-problem-of-trust/
https://jolocom.io/
https://github.com/jolocom/local-did-method
http://github.com/jolocom/smartwallet-app
https://jolocom.github.io/jolocom-sdk/1.0.0/
https://github.com/jolocom/jolo-did-method/tree/master/packages/jolo-did-resolver
https://github.com/jolocom/jolocom-sdk
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